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STRUCTURE OF THE STRATEGIC RESEARCH AGENDA
areas of innovation

strategic initiatives

Modern refining technologies
and petroleum products

Development of new products
and services

Digitalisation and improvement
of organisational efficiency

objective of the initiative

development of
refining technologies

increasing petroleum refining efficiencies through
higher process efficiency

environmentallyfriendly petroleum
products

margin growth driven by transformation of
traditional products into environmentally-friendly
ones
and optimal use of raw materials

development
of the alternative fuels
segment

development of a range of products for the
changing
fuel and electricity markets

biofuels
and waste recycling

digitalisation of
corporate processes

digitalisation of
production processes

using biofuels and recycling waste to increase
Grupa LOTOS margins

organisational efficiency improvement by
leveraging the potential of digital technologies
productivity improvement and uninterrupted
production thanks to IT solutions

ongoing programmes and projects

● catalytic process testing unit
● hydrocracked base oils

● environmentally-friendly asphalt
● asphalt for recycling

● hydrogen technologies for transportation, energy
storage and use in industry
● electromobility

● biogas auction platform
● biogas 2 fuel

● plastics recycling into
fuel components
● digital work environment
● digital office processes

● advanced analytics of sales
and logistics data
● digital control and supervision of production
● predictive maintenance

External co-financing of innovative projects using national and EU funds: PLN 19.2m
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Modern refining technologies and petroleum products Development of refining technologies

HIGH PRESSURE
CATALYTIC PROCESS TESTING UNIT
OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT
● To increase LOTOS Group’s R&D potential
● To implementa the project results to simulate and test the kinetics of processes occurring in a refinery as well as to test the coprocessing and use of biocomponents for the production of high quality fuels. The project also supports Grupa LOTOS’ strategic
objective to diversify oil supplies.

DESCRIPTION
As part of the project, LOTOS Lab plans to develop technical infrastructure by building of a high-pressure unit for advanced industrial and
development research into catalytic processes. The unit will be built in an engineering shop specially constructed for that purpose, which will also
house other necessary laboratory equipment.
Advanced industrial research and development work on the use of biohydrogen will be carried out on the high-pressure unit for catalysis and
catalytic process testing. Research will also be conducted into the co-processing of hydrogenation of biocomponents and hydrocarbon fractions to
obtain high quality fuels with a significant content of biocomponents.
High-pressure unit
co-financed project

TIMETABLE
2017

2019

2020

Q2 2017
Project start
Q3 2017 Execution of
project co-financing agreement
with
the Ministry of Development
and Finance

4

Q2 2019
Selection of engineering
design company, design
and construction of the
engineering shop
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Q2 2020
Execution of annex to the
agreement with the
Ministry of Funds and
Regional Policy

2021

2022
Q4 2022
Project end

Q2 2021
Execution of contract to
build the high-pressure
unit

Engineering shop with a skyway – investment project completed.

Modern refining technologies and petroleum products Development of refining technologies

UCOUPURE
OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT
● To develop a new technology for the use of unreacted oil from the hydrocracking process (UCO)
● To build a pilot plant for removal heavy polynuclear aromatics (HPNA) from the stream of unreacted oil
from hydrocracking

DESCRIPTION
Heavy polynuclear aromatics (HPNA) cause a gradual deactivation of the catalysts in conversion plants, which affects their operating
life. If UCO is used as a input for the production of base oils, HPNA content has an effect on their oxidation stability and colour
parameters. As a result of the project, a pilot plant will be built which will remove HPNA compounds and allow UCO to be used as a
viable raw material that can be reprocessed in the refinery’s units.

One reason for seeking to eliminate HPNA is their
tendency to foul the catalyst.

co-financed project

TIMETABLE
2016

2018

2018−2020
Procurement of plant
components

Aug 1 2016 Project
start

2017
Laboratory tests
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2020

2018
Plant design
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2020−2021
Construction of a pilot
plant

2021

2021
Plant testing
and project completion

3D modelling of a pilot plant for removal of HPNA

Modern refining technologies and petroleum products Environmentally-friendly petroleum products

ENVIRONMENTALLY-FRIENDLY ASPHALT
OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT
● To obtain an innovative product (asphalt) that gives a competitive advantage and enhances the company’s image as a
brand that cares for the natural environment and health of urban residents
● To reduce air pollution in the most congested cities

DESCRIPTION
Obtaining asphalt pavement that facilitates reducing air pollutants within a road lane, including:
o Benzo(a)pyrene – by 25%
o NOx – by 40%
o VOC – by 40%
This goal is to be achieved by developing an active photocatalytic converter to be used to manufacture asphalt binder
that meets the standards required in road construction.
co-financed project

TIMETABLE
Dec 1 2020

2022

Project start
Q1 2022
Milestone 1
Asphalt mixture
with photocatalytic
converter prepared.
Selection of prototype
asphalt binders with
optimum composition.
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Q4 2022
Milestone 2
verification of
asphalt mixtures’
absorption
efficiency
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2023
Q4 2022
Milestone 3
Assessment and
production of
asphalt binders on
industrial scale at
the LOTOS Asfalt
plant and testing
of the binders’
compliance with
requirements
applicable for
environmentallyfriendly asphalt.

Q4 2023
Milestone 4
Construction of two test road
sections
and two reference road sections.
Achieving air pollutant absorption
ability for the reference section.
Achieving the expected pavement
durability.

Q4 2023
Project completion + 5 years of
project durability

One reason for seeking to eliminate HPNA
is their tendency to foul the catalyst.

Modern refining technologies and petroleum products Environmentally-friendly petroleum products

ASPHALT FOR RECYCLING
OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT
● To develop a new asphalt offering a competitive advantage on the market of products for the developing practice of
asphalt pavement recycling
● To support the growth of asphalt pavement recycling and circular economy.
To reduce carbon footprint for recycled asphalts

DESCRIPTION
Manufacture of a new asphalt binder by adding a pavement rejuvenator selected in the course of the work. The new asphalt
product added to recycled material will cover asphalt rubble, improving the uniformity and workability of the mineral-asphalt
mixture, and will ensure safe compaction of mixture containing up to 30% of recycled material from old road paving.

TIMETABLE
Nov 2 2020

2021

2022

2023

Project start

Q2 2021
Milestone 1
Market research and
research studies (selection
of rejuvenating agent)
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Aug 31 2023

Project end

Q3 2022
Milestone 2
Results of efficacy testing of
mineral-asphalt mixture
with new binders
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Q4 2022
Milestone 3
Designing the
experimental road
sections’ structure

Q2 2023
Milestone 4
Test results at the stage of
building experimental road
sections

One reason for seeking to eliminate HPNA
is their tendency to foul the catalyst.
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Development of new products and services Development of the alternative fuels segment

GREEN H2
OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT
● To start hydrogen production at Poland’s first large-scale green hydrogen generation plant (by water electrolysis) and
integrate the plant into the national electricity market (electrolyzer park with a capacity of up to 100 MW)
Project location:
Gdańsk

DESCRIPTION
The project consists in building a system comprising electrolyzers, hydrogen storage facilities and fuel cells to generate
green hydrogen for refining purposes and to provide services in the Polish electricity market.
The programme has been prepared to receive electricity from the wind farms in the Baltic Sea (approximately 3 GW of
offshore wind power generation capacity is planned to be delivered by 2026) and balance the national power grid (large
volumes of power changing over time in the power system will require an effective balancing tool).

TIMETABLE
2020

Programme
start
Q2−Q4 2021
Completion of
research and approval
of the Programme

9

2021

2022

Q1 2022
Final decision to go
ahead with the pilot
project
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2024

Q1 2024
Final decision to go
ahead with the largescale project and
commissioning of the
pilot project

2026

Q4 2026
Completion of the
large-scale project

Development of new products and services Development of the alternative fuels segment

Pure H2
OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT
● To enhance Grupa LOTOS’ competitiveness by launching high-purity hydrogen sales
● To develop the Polish hydrogen transport market by building hydrogen refuelling infrastructure for buses and
passenger cars
Project location:
Gdańsk
Warsaw

DESCRIPTION
The project envisages the construction and launch of production and sales of high-purity hydrogen (99.999%).
In Gdańsk, a hydrogen purification and distribution plant will be constructed at the Refinery. The project also assumes
building two refuelling stations (in Gdańsk and Warsaw) with 350 bar pressure (e.g. buses)
and 700 bar pressure (passenger vehicles). Hydrogen will be delivered by specialised tube trailers, which
in the future will also be used for deliveries to other large customers.
co-financed project

TIMETABLE
2018

Q4 2022
Commissioning of the
hydrogen production
unit

Project start

Q2 2021
Execution of contracts with
companies that will build
the facilities under the
project
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2023

2021

Q4 2021
Obtaining permits for the
construction of HPU and
CSD units
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Q3 2023
Commissioning of
compression, storage and
dispensing system (CSD)
and refuelling station

Q4 2023
Project end

Development of new products and services Development of the alternative fuels segment

VETNI
OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT
● To develop and build a pilot hydrogen plant based on a Polish solid oxide electrolyzer (SOE) that enables the
production of high-purity hydrogen
Project location:
Jasło

DESCRIPTION
The project consists in developing an improved hydrogen generation process based on a solid oxide electrolyzer
(SOE) integrated with industrial facilities and powered by electricity from renewable sources. The unit will enable
the production of green hydrogen with a purity of 5.0 so it will be possible to use it for transport purposes.
The electrolyzer to be developed as part of the project is to be integrated with industrial facilities at the former Jasło
refinery.
possible co-financing

TIMETABLE
2020

2021

Q1 2023
Designing the
electrolyzer

Q2 2020
Project start
Q1 2021
Application for funding from
the National Centre for
Research and Development
was submitted (Mar 26 2021)
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2023

Q3 2021
Obtaining co-financing for
the project – precondition for
further implementation
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Q1−Q3 2023
Electrolyzer testing at the
Jasło refinery

Q4 2023
Project end

Development of new products and services Development of the alternative fuels segment

INTEGRATED SYSTEM FOR PRODUCING GREEN HYDROGEN FROM
SEAWATER, POWERED BY A FLOATING WIND TURBINE
OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT

CO2 emission reduction – green
hydrogen production

● To develop an integrated system producing green hydrogen from seawater, powered by a floating wind turbine
● Innovative method of compressed storage of power produced by the wind turbine in the form of compressed
hydrogen

DESCRIPTION

Hydrogen distribution, process
units, communication, hybrid power
supply to offshore vessels

The project concerns the development of an integrated system producing green hydrogen from seawater using a special
process system for seawater preparation as a source of working fluid for the electrolyzer. The product to be obtained with
the use of the developed technology will be compressed green hydrogen stored in cylinders. Work on the system of
seawater desalination, electrolysis and hydrogen storage will be first carried out on a laboratory scale by AGH (Kraków
University of Science and Technology) and then LOTOS Petrobaltic and AGH will jointly build a prototype offshore smallscale plant with a daily capacity of up to 50 kg of hydrogen. At the same time, the concept of a floating turbine supplying
power to the process systems located on the rig will be further developed. It will be a high-capacity turbine (10 MW). Green
hydrogen will also be offered to onshore operators.
possible co-financing

TIMETABLE
Oct 2021

2023
2022

Project start, execution
of co-financing
agreement

Mar 2022
Milestone 1 – AGH
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Hydrogen compressed up to
900 barg

Power supply during phase 1
from TG Central Production
Facility

Q3-Q4 2023
Jun 2023
Milestone 2 –
AGH

Jun 2023
Milestone 2 – PG

Hydrolytic system on the rig

Nov 2023
Project end
Apr 2022
Milestone 1 - PG
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Jun 2023
Milestone 1 – LPB

Floating power supply wind
turbine - 10 MW

Development of new products and services Development of the alternative fuels segment

LEM12. Project of pilot implementation of electromobility using the existing network of
LOTOS Paliwa stations located in the TEN-T corridors
OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT
● To boost the LOTOS Group’s competitive position by launching 12 quick EV charging stations along TEN-T
routes
● To develop the Polish electromobility market by building a network of 12 quick EV charging stations

DESCRIPTION
The LEM project consisted in a pilot construction of a network of 12 CCS and CHaDeMo compatible quick charging points
for electric vehicles within the existing LOTOS service station chain along the TEN-T (Trans-European Networks) corridors.
Studies were carried out to collect and analyse data on the use of the infrastructure and customer behaviour related to
vehicle charging. The reasonability of certain technical and organisational solutions was assessed. A business plan for the
development of electromobility (expansion of EV charging infrastructure and measures to promote the use of alternative
fuels,
including electricity, in transport) was prepared.
co-financed project

TIMETABLE
2017

2018

2020

Nov 2017 Project
start

Nov 2020 Obtaining the report
on the analysis and study work
carried out as part of the project
Oct 10 2018 Launch of 12
charging stations
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Oct 2020 Obtaining a business plan and
cost-benefit analysis
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2021

Dec 2021 Launch of
mobile application
for electromobility
customers

Development of new products and services Development of the alternative fuels segment
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Development of new products and services Biofuels and waste recycling

INNOVATIVE AUCTION PLATFORM

for signing contracts for the supply of biogas, biomethane and biohydrogen, and
monitoring of the stability of suppliers’ production processes
OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT
To launch a new business model which will ensure cost-effective and well-organised long-term supplies of significant
biogas, biomethane and biohydrogen volumes, together with the monitoring of the supplier’s technological processes
and quality of delivered fuel

biogas supplier
biomethane supplier
biohydrogen supplier

DESCRIPTION
The project consists in the preparation and implementation of a comprehensive innovative platform for Grupa LOTOS to execute
contracts for the supply of green fuels, ongoing supervision of production processes at the suppliers’ production units, and a
promotion and communication campaign addressed to potential technology suppliers, financial institutions
and business partners (suppliers and buyers of green fuels).
possible co-financing

AUCTION AND SALES PROCESSES

TIMETABLE
2021

Q3 2021
Project start

2022

2023

Q1 2022
Signing contracts with
business layer (auction and
sales) vendors

Q4 2021
Definition of functionalities and
architecture for the business layer
(auction and sales)

15

WEBSITE

Q3 2022
Signing contracts with
operational layer vendors

Q2 2022
Definition of functionalities and
architecture for the operational
layer
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2024

Q1 2023
Alternative fuels supply
auction

Q1 2023
Placing the business layer
(auction and sales) in service

Q2 2024
Placing of the operational layer in
service Project end

SUPPLIERS’ UNITS MONITORING
PROCESSES

Development of new products and services Biofuels and waste recycling

BIOGAS TO FUEL
OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT
● To find ways to achieve the National Indicative Target for advanced biofuels
● To determine renewable energy potential in transport and reduce GHG emissions in the process to convert biogas into biohydrogen

DESCRIPTION
The activities to be undertaken as part of the project include:
o Stage one: determination of GHG emissions for biomethane in the life cycle from raw material acquisition through transport
up to the stage of biomethane injection into the gas network.
o Stage two: determination of the level of placing renewable energy in the form of biohydrogen embedded
in the molecules of fuels produced within Grupa LOTOS’ production structure.
The project is run jointly with PKN ORLEN and the Oil and Gas Institute – National Research Institute as the research partner.
Following analysis of documents, the conclusions will be submitted to the Ministry of Climate and Environment. On the basis of
the documents, a policy for the Ministry’s engagement in and support for biogas to fuel conversion will be defined. The documents
will be eventually used to draw up the implementing provisions for the Act on Biocomponents and Liquid Biofuels, regarding the
achievement of the National Indicative Target using biohydrogen obtained from biogas.

TIMETABLE
2019

2020

Preparatory
work
Mar 6 2020
Contract execution
Stage 1
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2021

Dec 18 2020
End of Stage 1
Sep 1 2020
Contract execution
Stage 2
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May 2021
End of Stage 2

Q2 2021
Provision of data
to Ministry of
Climate and
Environment

Calculations performed along the entire chain in accordance
with
a methodology determined by final application
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Digitalisation and improvement of organisational efficiency. Digitalisation of corporate
processes

DIGITAL WORK ENVIRONMENT
OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT

● To improve the Company’s operational efficiency through enhancement of remote and group work and virtualisation of
office and communication infrastructure
● To provide tools enabling dispersed working
● To ensure access to information necessary to make management decisions irrespective of the equipment used, develope remote work
rules and culture enabling optimal use of employee skills and time
● To increase security while deploying IT solutions that ensure comfort

DESCRIPTION
The programme envisages the implementation of a uniform and user-friendly Digital Work Environment based
on M365 (Teams, Office, Power Platform) solutions with communication media integration (audio, video, data). The programme
involves project implementation in three phases:
o Technical delivery of solutions – integration of the solutions currently in place and new ones based on cloud solutions.
o Adoption of solutions – introduction of IT tools while ensuring an appropriate level of knowledge of the solution among
the users and providing support in making the most of the potential offered by the solutions by using them
in business processes.
o User support –ensuring a high level of the provided IT services
One of the key objectives of the Programme to implement the Digital Work Environment at the LOTOS Group is to constantly
deliver new IT solutions that support the organisation’s strategic objectives.

TIMETABLE
Jan
2020

Project start

18

Feb
2021

Aug
2020

MS Teams
deployment at
Grupa LOTOS

MS Teams
deployment at the
LOTOS Group
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Dec
2021

Power Platform
deployment at the
LOTOS Group

Digitalisation and improvement of organisational efficiency. Digitalisation of corporate
processes

19
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Digitalisation and improvement of organisational efficiency. Digitalisation of production
processes

DIGITAL TWIN FOR PLANT 0200

Digital Twin Element – process simulator for air
coolers 200-EA 2 A/B/C/D/E/F

OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT
● To implement the Digital Twin programme in accordance with the letter of intent signed between Grupa LOTOS
S.A. and the Technical Inspection Authority on April 30th 2020
● To develop Grupa LOTOS employees’ competencies in Industry 4.0
● To foster closer cooperation between Grupa LOTOS and the Technical Inspection Authority

DESCRIPTION
Construction of a Digital Twin to monitor and predict degradation and identify, through simulation, future failures of
selected parts of plant 0200 – Physical Twin based on:
o synchronised current status,
o the considered input trajectory, i.e. changes in controlling values and interferences,
o physical, chemical and process knowledge, i.e. modelling using process simulators,
o historical data, i.e. modelling using Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence methods.

TIMETABLE
2020

Letter of intent

Q3 2020
Project start

20

2021
Q3 2021
Obtaining LOTOS
Group corporate
approvals
Q4 2021
Execution of
contracts for the
supply of services
and materials
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2022

2023
Q2 2023
End of data
collection

Q2 2022
Completion of OT/IT
infrastructure preparation

2024

Q1 2024
Project end
Q4 2023
End of
implementation

High-pressure unit

Thank you for your attention
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